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I’ve never had anorexia, but I know it well. I see it on the street, in the gaunt and sunken face, the bony chest, the spindly arms of
an emaciated woman. I’ve come to recognize the flat look of despair, the hopelessness that follows, inevitably, from years of
starvation. I think: That could have been my daughter. It wasn’t. It’s not. If I have anything to say about it, it won’t be. In this
emotionally resonant and compelling memoir, journalist and professor Harriet Brown takes readers—moment by moment, spoonful
by spoonful—through her family’s experience with the nightmare of anorexia. A guiding light for anyone touched by this devastating
disease, Brave Girl Eating is essential reading for families and professionals alike.
A science journalist's provocative exploration of how biology, psychology, media, and culture come together to shape our ongoing
obsession with our bodies, while also tackling the myths and realities of the "obesity epidemic."
Bringing together leading authorities, this comprehensive volume integrates the best current knowledge and treatment approaches
for eating disorders in children and adolescents. The book reveals how anorexia nervosa, bulimia nervosa, and other disorders
present differently developmentally and explains their potentially far-reaching impact on psychological, physical, and
neurobiological development. It provides guidelines for developmentally sound assessment and diagnosis, with attention to
assessment challenges unique to this population. Detailed descriptions of evidence-based therapies are illustrated with vivid case
examples. Promising directions in prevention are also addressed. A special chapter offers a parent's perspective on family
treatment.
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A riveting, provocative, and ultimately hopeful exploration of mother-daughter estrangement, woven with research and anecdotes,
from an award-winning journalist. The day of her mother's funeral, Harriet Brown was five thousand miles away. To say that Harriet
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and her mother had a difficult relationship is a wild understatement; the older Harriet grew, the more estranged they became. By
the time Harriet's mom died at age 76, they were out of contact. Yet Harriet felt her death deeply, embarking on an exploration of
what family estrangement means--to those who cut off contact, to those who are estranged, to the friends and family members
who are on the sidelines. Shadow Daughter tackles a subject we rarely discuss as a culture: family estrangements, especially
those between parents and adult children. Estrangements--between parents and children, siblings, multiple generations--are
surprisingly common, and even families that aren't officially estranged often have some experience of deep conflicts.
Estrangement is an issue that touches most people, one way or another, one that's still shrouded in secrecy, stigma, and shame.
In addition to her personal narrative, Harriet employs interviews with others who are estranged, as well as the most recent
research on family estrangement, for a brave exploration of this taboo topic. Ultimately, Shadow Daughter is a thoughtful, deeply
researched, and provocative exploration of the ties that bind and break, forgiveness, reconciliation, and what family really means.

Explains eating disorders, describes the affect on those suffering from them, and discusses the recovery options.
Previously published under title: Authoritative guide to self-help resources in mental health.
Mothers and daughters share, and want, a bond for life—one that can remain positive and grow stronger with each
passing year. Sil and Eliza Reynolds have designed a set of tools to assist you in nurturing that bond. If you're locked in a
clash of wills or fear the prospect of getting into one, with Mothering and Daughtering you can learn how to build the
foundation for a deep and lasting relationship that is a source of support, joy, and love throughout your lives. Offering you
two breakthrough guides in one, Mothering and Daughtering was created to help you find and protect the unique treasure
that is your relationship. For moms, Sil addresses the central task of stopping the cycle of separation and anxiety that
plagues so many, drawing on her clinical expertise to nurture the skills of listening, boundary setting, mirroring,
containing, and more. Turn the book over, and Eliza shares empowering advice to teens looking to keep it real with Mom
while also finding strength in their own intuition, friendships, and dreams. Packed with practical exercises, activities, and
lifesaving insights gleaned from Sil and Eliza's workshops, Mothering and Daughtering explores these essential topics
and more: Your best friend known as your intuition Navigating the treacherous territories of comparison, performance,
and perfectionism Dispelling the rejection myth Sex, positive discipline, and how to prevent a technological take-over
Winning the body love battle Healing your emotional legacy Humor, truth, trust, and love—instead of trying to be perfect
Repairing ruptures and getting to the bottom of misunderstandings Locating your fundamental bond that always connects
you beneath your daily squabbles “No one, nowhere, connects just like you,” write Sil and Eliza. Whether you are
already thriving in your relationship or merely surviving, Mothering and Daughtering is an indispensable resource to
honor and strengthen that one-of-a-kind connection through the years ahead.
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Traditional Chinese edition of The BFG (aka Big Friendly Giant) by Roald Dahl and illustrated by Quentin Blake, two
"friendly" giants in British children literature. Amazon praised the character as "The BFG is one of Dahl's most lovable
character creations." In Traditional Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books,
Inc.
Traditional Chinese edition of Handle with Care by Jodi Picoult In Traditional Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books,
Inc.
The National Association of Anorexia Nervosa and Associated Disorders states that approximately eight million people in
the U.S. have anorexia nervosa, bulimia, and related eating disorders. This population includes both females and males,
but as one essayist states in this book, for males with eating disorders, finding treatment can be difficult. Another
essayist, Carrie Arnold, asks and answers the question of whether anorexia is a cultural disease. The National Institute of
Mental Health essay provides a complete introduction and overview of eating disorders. Readers will also evaluate what
factors contribute to eating disorders, and treatment and recovery issues.
Give your readers a globally enriched collection of essays that examine issues relating to eating disorders. This volume
explores eating disorder trends, body image and eating disorders, the relationship between the media and eating
disorders, and strategies to curb eating disorders. Readers will learn from diverse cultures and places such as England,
Argentina, Scotland, France, China, New Zealand, Malaysia, and Japan.
English and simplified Chinese edition of Stuart Little - the EB White classic. In Simplified Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
"[Presents] ... evidence that parents--who have often been told to take a back seat in eating disorder treatment--can and must play a key role
in recovery. Whether pursuing family-based treatment or other options, parents learn specific, doable steps for monitoring their teen's eating
and exercise habits, managing mealtimes, ending weight related power struggles, and collaborating successfully with health care providers"-Children's Fiction
Ben shu shi yi bu guan yu mei guo hei ren li shi de zhang pian xiao shuo.Shi ba shi ji jia na,Yi dui tong fu yi mu de jie mei zi chu sheng qi bian
li san zai liang ge bu tong de cun zhuang,Bu zhi dao bi ci de cun zai.Yi ge nü hai jiang jia ji yi ge ying guo nan ren,Zhu zai hai an jiao cheng
bao shu shi ti mian de xiao wu zhong,An du yi sheng.Ling yi ge nü hai ze jiang zai cun zhuang zao xi zhong bei fu,Hou bei zuo wei nu li fan
mai zhi da yang bi an.Kua yue ba ge shi dai, hui jia zhi lu yi lu zhui sui liang ge nü hai ji qi jia zu hou ren de ren sheng li cheng,Jie shi le ta
men chong man dong dang de ren sheng kun jing.
????????????????,?????????,???????????????,??????????????,?????????????,??1580??????????,??????????
Seeking an antidote to widespread anxiety over food ethics, cultural obesity and more, Rachel Stone calls us to reclaim the joy of eating with
gratitude. As we learn to see our daily bread as a gift from above, we find our highest religious and cultural ideals (from the sacramental life to
sustainable living) taking shape on a common tabletop.
This book provides readers with information to better understand eating disorders, written in accessible language for teens and young
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adults—those most at risk for these potentially deadly mental disorders. Eating disorders, including anorexia nervosa, bulimia nervosa, and
binge eating disorder, are some of the most commonly diagnosed mental disorders. They are also the deadliest: in the United States, an
individual dies as the result of an eating disorder every hour. What You Need to Know about Eating Disorders is a part of Greenwood's Inside
Diseases and Disorders series. This series profiles a variety of physical and psychological conditions, distilling and consolidating vast
collections of scientific knowledge into concise, readable volumes. A list of "top 10" essential questions begins each book, providing quickaccess answers to readers' most pressing concerns. The text follows a standardized, easy-to-navigate structure, with each chapter exploring
a particular facet of the topic. In addition to covering basics such as causes, signs and symptoms, diagnosis, and treatment options, books in
this series delve into issues that are less commonly addressed but still critically important, such as effects on loved ones and caregivers.
Case illustrations highlight key themes discussed in the book, accompanied by insightful analyses and recommendations. The text
approaches the subject in a holistic manner, covering often-overlooked areas such as societal perceptions and the impact on family and
friends An Essential Questions section provides quick answers to the questions that readers are most likely to have and serves as a
springboard to explore the content of the book in more detail Case Illustrations provide relatable, real-world examples of concepts discussed
in the text An annotated Directory of Resources points readers toward useful books, organizations, and websites, acting as a gateway to
further study and research
Traditional Chinese edition of Ten Little Fingers and Ten Little Toes by Helen Oxenbury and Mem Fox. In Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong
Books, Inc.
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Almost Anorexic
"...answers common questions about eating disorders, including anorexia nervosa, bulimia nervosa, and binge eating disorder, as well as
newly described conditions, avoidant/restrictive food intake disorder (ARFID). Practical yet authoritative, the book defines the eating
disorders, explains what we know about them based on the latest science, and describes how treatment works. Importantly, the book dispels
common myths about eating disorders..."--Page 4 of cover.
Millions of families are affected by eating disorders, which usually strike young women between the ages of fourteen and twenty. But current
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medical practice ties these families' hands when it comes to helping their children recover. Conventional medical wisdom dictates separating
the patient from the family and insists that 'it's not about the food', even as a family watches a child waste away before their eyes. In BRAVE
GIRL EATING Harriet Brown describes how her family, with the support of an open-minded paediatrician and a therapist, helped her daughter
recover from anorexia using a family-based treatment developed at the Maudsley Hospital in London. Chronicling her daughter Kitty's illness
from the earliest warning signs, through its terrifying progression, and on toward recovery, Brown takes us on one family's journey into the
world of anorexia nervosa, where starvation threatened her daughter's body and mind. BRAVE GIRL EATING is essential reading for families
and professionals alike, a guiding light for anyone who's coping with this devastating disease.
Using Writing as a Therapy for Eating Disorders: The diary healer uses a unique combination of evidence-based research and raw diary
excerpts to explain the pitfalls and benefits of diary writing during recovery from an eating disorder. In a time when diary writing remains a
largely untapped resource in the health care professions, June Alexander sets out to correct this imbalance, explaining how the diary can
inspire, heal and liberate, provide a learning tool for others and help us to understand and cope with life challenges. The book focuses on the
power of diary writing, which may serve as a survival tool but become an unintended foe. With guidance, patients who struggle with face-toface therapy are able to reveal their thoughts through writing and construct a strong sense of self. The effects of family background and the
environment are explored, and the therapeutic value of sharing diaries, to better understand illness symptoms and behaviours, is discussed.
Using Writing as a Therapy for Eating Disorders will be of interest to those who have recovered or are recovering from eating disorders or any
mental illness, as well as therapists, clinicians and others working in the medical and healthcare professions.
"This is the second edition of an authoritative guide to help parents determine whether their adolescent has an eating disorder and how to get
treatment. This edition expands the first edition's coverage of Anorexia Nervosa and Bulimia Nervosa and provides comprehensive
information on eating disorders newly described in DSM-5 including Avoidant/Restrictive Food Intake Disorder (ARFID) and Binge-Eating
Disorder. The authors, internationally recognized authorities, review recent research on the causes of eating disorders and new methods to
prevent and treat them. The book is written in easy-to-understand language and includes practical wisdom from parents who have been in the
trenches raising teens with eating disorders"--
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Have you ever wondered what really goes on at your child’s day-care center after you say good-bye? Harriet Brown did.
To satisfy her curiosity, she spent an entire year observing Red Caboose, a center in Madison, Wisconsin. This engaging
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and thought-provoking book is the story of that year. In her beautifully written personal account, journalist and mother
Brown takes us behind the scenes at a day-care center that works. At Red Caboose, one of the oldest independent
centers in the country, we meet teachers who have worked with young children for more than twenty years. We watch the
child-care union and parents struggle to negotiate a contract without ripping apart the fabric of trust and love that holds
the Red Caboose community together. We look at the center’s finances, to see what keeps Red Caboose going at a
time when other good centers are disappearing. Best of all, we get to know the children, families, and teachers of Red
Caboose—their struggles, their sorrows, their triumphs. Started twenty-five years ago by a group of idealistic parents, the
center has not only survived but thrived through some pretty tough times. In the world of day care, Red Caboose is a
special place, a model for what child care in this country could and should be: not just babysitting, not just a service to
working parents, but a benefit for children, families, teachers, and the community at large. Brown sets her rich and
engaging stories in the greater political and social context of our time. Why is so much child care bad? Why should
working Americans worry about the link between welfare reform and child care? What can we learn from the history of
child care? This book is a must-read for parents, educators, and anyone who enjoys first-rate writing and dead-on insight
into the lives of our youngest children and those who care for them. “[Brown’s] writing is beautiful and her scholarship
sound. Students considering day-care careers, day-care professionals, and concerned parents will gain insight by
reading this provocative book, as will anyone who cares about the future of young children in this country.”—Choice “I
admire enormously the ambition of this book—its eagle-eyed witness and engrossing detail, plus the social importance of
the project. I wish there were in the world more books like it.”—Lorrie Moore, author of Who Will Run the Frog Hospital?
“The Good-bye Window is a fascinating peek into the secret world of children. With the poignancy of Anne LaMott, and
the reportorial grace of Tracy Kidder, Harriet Brown has written a terrific and worthwhile book.”—Meg Wolitzer, author of
This Is Your Life “Harriet Brown’s well-told story of the Red Caboose child-care center should be read by teachers and
parents, but also by every legislator and politician in the land. Only a writer as good as Ms. Brown could display the
dramatic complexities of a school community in which the youngest members enter crawling and emerge a few years
later as articulate, empathetic, and well-socialized individuals, ready for the ‘real world.’”—Vivian Gussin Paley, author of
The Boy Who Would Be a Helicopter
Like other eating disorders, anorexia is especially common among teens and young adults. Anorexia is a serious disease
that, in a small but significant percentage of patients, can end in death. However, it is also a condition that can be treated;
meaningful recovery is a real possibility. This volume lays out the symptoms of anorexia and explains risk factors for the
disease. It offers advice on getting healthy, encompassing both tips for healthy living and suggestions about how—and
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whom—to ask for help. A Myths and Facts section helps dispel some common misconceptions about anorexia, while the
back matter contains a useful list of organizations readers can contact to get help or to learn more about the disease.
Explains the kind of communication problems that can happen between someone suffering from an eating disorder and
their caretakers, physicians, and counselors.
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